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Cricket Breeding Made Easy is your simple, step-by-step guide to breeding and raising your very

own feeder crickets at home. Whether you want to breed crickets for your bearded dragon, gecko,

or other pet, for fishing bait, or for any other reason, this guide will ensure that you get started (and

stay) on the right track.In this concise, informative guide, you'll discover:*What supplies you need

and where to find them*How to properly set up the cricket habitat*How to choose your first breeder

crickets*What to feed your crickets so that they thrive*The crucial temperature for keeping crickets

alive*Daily and weekly routine care*How to incubate and care for those delicate cricket eggs*How to

rear baby crickets so that they grow healthy and strong*The safest methods for cleaning your

cricket tanks*All about cricket diseases, parasites, other dangers, and how to prevent them!*How to

prepare crickets prior to feeding them to your pet*Gut load recipes and the importance of dust

coating!*How crickets mate ( it's quite interesting)*Why it hurts to be a male cricket*The fascinating

science behind the cricket chirp- and more!This book also contains access to free bonus resources

that are added to and updated on a regular basis!
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We tried a few times to breed crickets for our son's leopard geckos and had no luck until we found

this book. Our crickets used to die within a week of bringing them home, so getting them to live long

enough to breed was our biggest problem. I never realized that crickets cared so much about

space. It turns out, our small keeper was making them eat each other.Anyway, we finally have a

whole bunch of baby crickets. Very thankful that I came across this while browsing my Kindle

store.The author writes enthusiastically about the topic too (who would suspect it, since this is a

book about crickets?) , but it makes it more pleasant to read.

My grandson has a bearded dragon and four Australian tree frogs. With crickets now at $0.12 each

his feeding can be really expensive. This book taught us a lot! Not just about raising crickets but

also about how to buy, what to buy and how to keep crickets alive when buying bulk orders. I highly

recommend this book for anyone with reptile pets being fed crickets even if you don't intend to

breed them!

I am a new bearded dragon owner. I always do a ton of research, about everything. When it came to

breeding crickets it was nice for a change to not have to scour the Web for all the info I needed. I

found EVERYTHING I needed in this book! My crickets are thriving. Thanks for helping take great

care of my new pet! (My chickens will also enjoy the crickets!)

I found this via a web search on raising crickets and was very impressed by the amount of free

advice given. I bought the book mostly to show my appreciation for the amount of help already

given. The book added much more detail and alerts you to other problems that could arise.The first

big payoff was seeing several hundred teensy weensy tiny baby crickets showing up. I was also

amazed by how little food is needed for the adult crickets. Might change my mind when the little

ones increase in size.'Excellent book and more than worth the purchase price.

Very detailed info regarding cricket breeding, keeping, feeding, cleaning, diseases, predators and

much more. Very happy with my purchase and will reference many times in the future, I'm sure!

I have several reptiles and tarantulas that live on crickets, and I live three hours away from the

nearest pet store. This book helped me establish a nice ongoing cricket population to keep my pets

healthy and happy. You may have to adjust and bend some of the rules to find what works for you,



but this book is one everyone should read if they want to breed their own pet food.

Shorter then I expected. Had I known the length of it, I probably wouldn't have paid the price.

Having a bearded dragon, it was getting very expensive quickly and finding this book was just what I

needed. No matter what level breeder you are, from beginner to expert, this book is packed with

ways to make breeding very easy and inexpensive. I recommend this book to everyone.
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